PUBLICATIONS (2)

FICTION

The Shroud continues to hold a remarkable influence over fiction writers, with several new books, usually crime thrillers of one kind or another, published every year. Here is the latest crop:

**1348 Death and Resurrection**, Peter Chandler Way Kindle

Working as a translator in the library of the Hospitallers’ palace on the island of Rhodes, Brother Benedict discovers the truth behind their greatest secret.

**Apotheosis: The Messiah Project**, Ivan Mackeon Lulu, Kindle.

A young Canadian woman helps a teenage boy with seemingly paranormal abilities escape the clutches of an American religious cult. Who exactly is this young orphan? And why are people determined to gain control over him?

**Shrouded Deception**, Michael Martino Spinning Wheel Publishers

In this fascinating story, the Archdiocese of Turin discovers that the real Shroud, believed to have the image of Christ imprinted in it, has been stolen and replaced with a forgery.
I, Joseph of Arimathea, Frank C. Tribbe  
Blue Dolphin

Frank Tribbe allows his imagination and serious scholarly research to fill in many of the gaps: the events in the tomb on the first Easter morning, those who met Jesus on the road to Emmaus, the thoughts of "doubting" Thomas—all are recorded in plausible and fine detail.

The Coming, a Trilogy, S. St Zane  
Patriot Armz Publishing

On the cloth known as Veronica’s Veil is the image of a living man. On the Shroud of Turin is the image of a dead man. For Andrew Abraham Lincoln, the question is – are these two images the same man, one in life the other in death? Can a man speak across two millennia, and if he can… what will he tell us?

The Shroud, Jerel Law  
Renegade Resources

Matthew Harkin, a skeptical young reporter, uncovers a twisting plot that finally leads to the most revered relic in the world - The Shroud of Turin. It’s missing, and the race to recover it puts Matthew in the middle of a brutal struggle for power and control.

The Shroud of Turin, Summer Lee  
Kindle

The first novel in the Reluctant Hero series features psychology graduate Daniel DiBenedetto and historian Magena Night-cloud. Together, they research biblical artifacts and discover Christian meaning in their adventure quests.
The Crusader’s Blade, James Mercer

First in ‘The Shroud of Turin’ Trilogy. Robert of Oldfield joins a band of mercenaries heading for Venice where the Christians are assembling for the Crusade. On his journey from boy to manhood, he encounters a secret Brotherhood and their avowed enemy The Order of the Blooded Cross.

The Joe Everton Chronicles, Michael Piro

A series of adventure stories featuring the veteran war reporter Joe Everton. In “The Shroud of Turin” he is assigned to document the re-capturing of the shroud of Turin, the mystical shroud that was placed around Christ after his death.
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NON-FICTION

The Shroud of Turin: The Scientific Evidence
Cheryl Leonard, Kindle

This book examines all the scientific evidence. It also covers the current restoration status. The phenomenon of The Shroud produces intense reactions, and bewilders scientists, physicists, theologians, and historical researchers. Cheryl Leonard has also written books about Angels.